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CCI: Climate Change Initiative

GHG: greenhouse gas

Copernicus Missions and  
Climate Change
Examples of current Sentinel and contributing missions’ contributions  
to climate change research.

Aeolus

Wind
•  Data on global wind profiles helps with climate modelling 

and understanding of atmospheric dynamics and climate 
processes. This includes phenomena such as the polar 
vortex and related severe meteorological events, which 
may become more frequent due to climate change.

Sentinel-3

Land surface temperature
•  Contributes to CCI data on land surface temperature and land cover. Land surface temperature 

data is used to support and validate global mean average temperature changes. Limiting this to  
2 degrees below pre-industrial levels is the most important target of the Paris Agreement.

Ocean colour
•  Contributes data to the CCI ocean colour dataset; used to help monitor  

changes in global phytoplankton – a key aspect of the carbon cycle.

Clouds and aerosols
•  Contributes data to CCI water vapour products. Accurately detecting 

aerosols and understanding how they interact with clouds are both 
important for predicting climate change. 

SMOS

Soil moisture and ocean salinity 
•  Advancing our understanding of the interaction 

between Earth’s surface and atmosphere and 
helping improve weather and climate models.

Earth Explorers

Sentinel-2

Land cover mapping
•  Contributes data to CCI land cover maps, used to identify changes in land use, 

model climate change, conserve biodiversity and manage natural resources.

Fire
•  Discovery: Detection of much smaller fires found the area burned in Africa was 

80% higher than previously thought, doubling estimates of GHG emissions to 
14% of global CO2 emissions (from fossil fuel burning).

Glacier mass 
•  Discovery: From 1961 to 2019, glaciers globally lost over 9 trillion tonnes  

of ice, raising the sea level by 27mm.

Sentinels

Sentinel-1

Glaciers and ice sheets
•  Contributes to CCI data on glacier ice velocity and ice sheet  

‘grounding line’ locations (the point at which they stop being  
in contact with the ground and start to float). 

•  Discovery: There have been a surprising number of avalanches from  
low angle glaciers, potentially resulting from climate change.

Forest biomass
•  Contributes data to CCI annual maps of above ground biomass. Tracking biomass 

change can help support important GHG reduction and deforestation policies.

Sentinel-5P

Air quality and methane emissions
•  Tracks natural and anthropogenic sources of methane (CH4); can identify point 

source emission plumes, helping to assess the impact of GHG reduction policies 
and actions. Adding this data to long-term CH4 datasets will help experts 
understand and predict climate change.

•  Discovery: Showed significant impact of COVID-19 lockdowns on air quality  
and GHG emissions.

Sentinel-6

Sea level
•  Data is extending near 30-year sea level records developed 

via CCI. Sea level rise is a key indicator of climate change 
and impacts millions of people globally.

CryoSat

Ice 
•  Measuring centimetre-scale changes in thickness of ice 

floating in oceans and ice sheets in Greenland and Antarctica. 
Combined with data on ice extent, this shows how the volume 
of Earth’s ice is changing and improves understanding of the 
relationship between ice and climate.
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